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Big-data collections and artificial intelligence may have various advantages for individuals and society at large, however, the collecting and processing of big-data might also present an inherent danger of control and surveillance in society that threatens notions as privacy and self-determination (Zuboff, S. 2019). This leads to the vagueness of the classical demarcations and intermediates between public and private spaces. Contemporary surveillance technologies contribute to this increasing physical and mental flexibility, leading to the erosion and blurring of the traditional threshold between the private and public realms and new kinds of surveillance aesthetics in architecture.

The transition from solid to flexible conditions has been a milestone in 20th century architecture, which has been subject to constantly ‘liquid’ reversals based on concepts of transparency and simultaneity (Gideon, S., 1941). Now it seems that the intimacy of the domestic realm, once shelter of privacy, is transforming to a site of ‘liquid surveillance’. Hence, our reading in this paper goes beyond the traditional interpretations
of surveillance studies and spatial parameters of surveillance, as first described by Jeremy Bentham in 1843. These parameters are shifting towards Zygmunt Bauman’s concept of ‘Liquid Modernity’, which emphasize the rapid change in late-modern societies and state that mental and physical flexibility have replaced solidity as the ideal condition to be pursued. (Bauman, Z., 2000).

Our key hypothesis is, that the contemporary architectural manifestation of surveillance will be driven no longer by visible restrictions, but is being taken over by smart spatial structures of information, access, exchange and smooth invisible control. In our final paper, we come to offer accurate interpretations of the watching and watched paradigm, the impact of this development on the discipline of architecture and we will discuss the architectural responses to the new aesthetics of surveillance characterized by cultural and political aporia.
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